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Background Note: 
 
Gujarat Technological University (GTU) has made extensive efforts in building an innovation and 

entrepreneurial culture at GTU during the last 4 years. GTU has developed interventions, which are 

organically linked to its pedagogical work. In India, GTU is the only large technological university, 

which has developed its own Student Start-up Policy. The Policy is based upon the experience of 

GTU’s own successful efforts and it has also drawn upon the best practices from across India and 

abroad. (Policy document: http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14DEC/05122014_02.pdf) 

 

GTU’s student start-up policy, called CUBE, has been formulated to cover three axes:  

 

 Interventions: Pedagogical, Co-curricular, Social;  

 Intensities: Culture Development, Infrastructure/funding & resource based Special/dedicated 

support initiatives for start-up spin-offs and  

 Implementation Scope: Campus Level, Local Community (Virtual) Level and University Level.  

 

GTU S4 has set up a policy incubator where various policies are discussed, debated and are put 

under pilot testing mode; these policies are related to student start-ups in general and other similar 

areas. The objective of the policy incubator is to hold dialogues, discussions, and conferences to 

assemble wider perception and learn from best practices. It shall then develop the next practices for 

student entrepreneurship across state university systems. 

 

GTU has organized National Workshop on Development of Policy Framework for Innovation, Student 

Entrepreneurship & IPR for Universities with a Large Number of Affiliated Colleges (Report: 

http://www.gtu.ac.in/circulars/15Apr/29042015.pdf)and is the 1st State technology university which 

has created a student start-up policy in past year. To make the implementation plan progress further 

based on the agendas, the university wishes to make some of the critical interventions to further 

bring student start-up culture across its campuses. GTU is planning to develop a unique program B. 

E. (Minor/Specialization in Technology Entrepreneurship) along with student’s main stream B.E. 

major program in which selected GTU students can pursue their projects in any TBI who will be 

connected/affiliated to university with this program. A detailed suggestive guideline has been 

developed to see that the potential start-up teams can work inside TBIs based on their protocol and 

at the end of their program, they can be graded and evaluated by the TBIs. University will consider 

awarding special certificates for such teams and is exploring on ways to certify this program. 

University is discussing with various stakeholders, TBIs, policymakers and regulators to see that such 

a program get initiated by coming academic session.  

 

As per the present proposal, a Special Citation in Technology Entrepreneurship is an additional 

credential when a student team/start-up does the final year project in University affiliated Incubator 

and achieve certain milestone. Proposed specialization in Technology Entrepreneurship is a 

recognition granted to a team that reflects its ability to work together in teams and produce 

measurable real world outcome. This is also to recognize the entrepreneurial mind-set of the teams 

and ability to make use of the theoretical knowledge in a practical setting.  

 

It is proposed that a team of students/start-up qualifies for Minor/Specialization in Technology 

Entrepreneurship by registering with the affiliated incubator through a process and if the necessary 

http://files.gtu.ac.in/circulars/14DEC/05122014_02.pdf
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requirements of Revenue, Profits, Venture Funding or Patents Granted are met, the special citation 

may be awarded. While working their projects at respective TBIs, the student teams will comply with 

TBI policies. Out of the 4, 00,000 students of the university, few 100 will be selected for the program 

based on their potential as needed to build a successful start-up in days to come.  

 

The above key ideas are at discussion level and GTU wish to have a dialogue with existing TBIs in the 

state to take inputs and finalize a protocol to execute it.  

 

GTU is inviting TBI CEOs, Policy makers, and Start-up enthusiast, Student Start-up to participate in 

shaping the policy frameworks. GTU innovation Council has been most open and inclusive innovation 

ecosystem which interacts with both internal and external stakeholders regularly to shape 

innovative policies and develop strategies to execute them. Three such meetings have been 

organized so far and now through this two day workshop and Vice Chancellors roundtable, GTU 

wants to implement Academic intervention through various initiatives to support and encourage 

Student Start-ups. Ref- http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/15May/14052015_11.pdf. 

 

This workshop is another such intervention where real stakeholders working at grassroots level will 

get a chance to share their inputs on the proposed idea and help empowering the local student 

start-up ecosystem. While in recent times it has been seen that emerging start-up ecosystems in 

India are facing acute supply side challenges to access right kind of skilled students who are 

committed to start-up, such intervention by GTU will really become some serious efforts to cater 

them. While university authorities at GTU Innovation Council has got very encouraging inputs on the 

above proposed policy intervention, it wishes to have a face to face discussion with experts before 

going ahead with its implementation. 

 

Day - 1 (27th May, 2015 - Wednesday) 
 

Inaugural Session and Keynote Speech 

The inaugural session started with the introductory speech by Ms. Nidhi Thakore, Admin Assistant-

GTU whereby guest of honour of the occasion Dr. Chandan Chatterjee, Mr. Sunil Shukla, Mr. Pranav 

Kumar were warmly welcomed. Mr. Naresh Jadeja, Deputy Director-GTU gave the information 

about the need of start-up ecosystem building into the state and the effect of the same in upcoming 

year as the world is becoming competitive day by day. Mr. Jadeja also shared the overall flow for the 

two days program.  

On this occasion Dr. Akshai Aggarwal, Honourable Vice Chancellor of GTU shared views by saying 

that: 

GTU as an Innovative University always believes to support its students and especially for final year 

students, GTU has initiated activities like IPR (3rd September, 2011), boot camps (February, 2012) 

and many more. The State Higher authorities appreciated such 1st kind of IPR Initiative taken by any 

University. GTU have disadvantages in way of funds, support for students and may be looking for 

kind of Self Finance Institutions as compared to Government Institutions but still filling is higher and 

really there is no question for comparison as we have to try our best to achieve the goal. Dr. 

Aggarwal added that we at GTU are doing things in different ways and trying to develop GTU a real 

http://gtu.ac.in/circulars/15May/14052015_11.pdf


University and University is not just for looking after Examination work, we must try to be up-to the  

mark with world’s best Universities. He has also given weightage upon the fact that we are not 

having intellectual deficiency as we are as good and intelligent as others but the major problem is 

senior people, real management is missing and the major failure and problem is due to poor 

understanding. We have to look forward for nearby future (A.Y. 2015-16) as long way to go at 

Current situation the question exists is how to improve system? And we also have to devote our 

vision to Entrepreneurship Policies and Syllabus Revision. 

During the key note address Prof. Sunil Shukla, Designated Director, Entrepreneurship 

Development Institute of India (EDI) addressed that: 

Giving high importance to Eco System, he praised that Gujarat is a state of success with availability 

of lots of experts. Prof. Shukla strongly said that there is myth that Entrepreneur cannot be trained.  

Entrepreneurship (Kakinada story) is the best example for motivation showing how an entrepreneur 

can be groomed: More than 1,000 institutions are already included into Entrepreneurship activities, 

showing that there is awareness and potential of the subject matter. According to Prof. Shukla this is 

the best time to develop Entrepreneurs but unfortunately we all believe that entrepreneurship 

comes in inheritance and so till date Entrepreneurs created by education are very less. As per the 

survey, youth is interested to become entrepreneurs and entry level barrier is less than 20%. The 

other factors like mind-set, lack of confidence, finance, project idea, training and management are 

also hurdles, currently. Curriculum with inclusion of such subject to give idea about 

Entrepreneurship-Eco System is strongly recommended to overcome barriers and to change the 

mind set of the people. We have to focus onto the milestone based learning and have to set 

deadline and target to achieve goals in specific time period to stay in competitive world. He added 

that there should be one time cash grant instead of seeded grant. The effect of the system is such 

that slowly, but more people have started investing money into start-ups and they believe that it is 

giving better return compared to the market. As University has large pool of students, online 

guidance, awareness program are strongly recommended for understanding the weaknesses, 

strengths, interests and overall mind-set of supposed to be young entrepreneur. 

During the inaugural session, Dr. Chandan Chatterjee, Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship 

Development (CED) shared views in the manner: 

We are discussing all these issues but in reality success story depends upon interest and industry 

requirement. Industry cannot sustain without knowledgeable people, they have to take help of 

people from us only for their sustainability. Dr. Chatterjee said that State specific culture is very 

important factor as Ecosystem heavily depends upon the culture and environmental condition. But 

there is no equation of sustainability for such subject, it depends on need and interest. For optimum 

result depending upon the situation, combination of skill and entrepreneurship has to work 

together. He also pointed out that putting so many efforts on why things are not happening, we all 

have to find out a solution. One of all, funding is the solution but it is not the only solution, 

entrepreneurship training is must. As young students are not mature enough at initial stage, quality 

of mentor is very much important. Many success stories depend on mentors and mentors have to 

play crucial role for the same. Giving view of the Government, Dr. Chatterjee informed that 

Government provides financial supports of Rs.10,000 per month every year. In case of rent of 

premises, 50% cost can be borne by Industrial department.  

 



Mr. Pranav Kumar, CEO, Start-up Village shared his views by addressing: 

One of the most important ways of communication in today’s world is through social media. Lots of 

means are available making the task easy. He informed that in their case, media start writing the 

thoughts and students started contacting and later on a healthy group was formed. The importance 

of such added the skills; gives marketing knowledge to the student community and even safe as 

failures are not going to affect much initially, giving more exposure. The basic advantage at the 

institute level, practice will be that Idea can be converted to start-up and given to market. A strong 

platform should be provided by the University. Mr. Pranav added that jobs can be created at 

exponential rate by start-up, one of the biggest advantage we all have in the near future. Giving 

example of the Start-up Village, Mr. Pranav shared  that Start-up village has 533 success stories and 

400 failure stories, able to fetch 400 Crore business in the Kerala state. One of the ways of 

developing strong Ecosystem is by doing market study and developing things accordingly. He also 

thought that the approach and mentality can be the major challenge and so called barriers at this 

junction. Mr. Pranav advised to start project from very 1st year so that students have opportunity to 

choose alternate way and can change the projects in case of failure. 

 

University representatives welcoming eminent guests 

 

Session-1: Panel Discussion on Role of government in building a start-up ecosystem in the state 

Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Honorary Director, GTU Innovation Council started the session saying that 

we all have realized the importance and need of such culture and environment looking at the future 

of the growing economic system. He added that the situation like equal hunger is emerging for this 

area. He added that University can start with B. Tech Program for selected interested students and 

the focus should be there on small innovators as they do not have access of resources. Also support 

to students can be made via agencies like University and Government to make policies and 

execution both. Mr. Mahanta raised his enthusiasm ahead of all present by adding:  

 Are we thinking physical, virtual infrastructure? 

 What is regarding space and funding availability to institutions? 



 What are suggested mechanisms for funding? 

 Thoughts on importance for Interaction of start-ups with Government representative. 

 Can University become Nodal Centre? 

 How can be leveraging the things for the institutes who are not regime for incubator? 

 Is there any guideline for the students going to industry for the Project work? Can SMEs 

accommodate 3-4 students? 

 Due to resources/ funding issue trapping to students is difficult. How to get fund back/ return of 

the same? 

Mr. Rahul Bhagchandani, Youth Connect also raised few doubts on the occasion while discussion. 

Mr. Bhagchandani said that GTU Start-up policy is very well drafted and effective for the system and 

students.  At the moment the main barrier is requirement of space for start-up (Pre Incubation) and 

even more big challenge is to motivate the start-up on to the topic of funding. 

Mr. Yash Saxena, Founder Open Fuel, tried to focus on issue related to quality issues of the mentor 

and raised the following questions:  

 How to get supply of quality mentor? What are inputs of the experts about scalable mentorship? 

 What are the key reasons regarding the difference between students of Kerala and Gujarat? Is it 

Kerala-gadgets and algorithm or something else? 

Dr. Chandan Chatterjee, Director, Centre for Entrepreneurship Development (CED) giving more 

information in continuation of the Inaugural session and topics raised during the discussion added 

that, certain project needs proper approach to reach at destination. Quality mentoring is important 

to monitor use of provided fund appropriately and to make investor to believe in proper utilization 

of the fund given. Parallel of the above things, understanding of the culture, social environment, 

resources, background etc. become utmost important. Again giving funding is not the solution 

though it is the mandatory requirement but we cannot overlook the monitoring part. Dr. Chatterjee 

pointed that at this moment generation of students do not want to take risk and prefers easy going 

way as they have fear of failure and may be the system is directly or indirectly responsible for the 

same. Regarding University to be Nodal centre point, Dr. Chatterjee informed that the opportunity is 

open to all entity. But as policy already exists, the change can be made with appropriate discussion. 

Looking at the monitoring part he suggested that Government representative should visit such 

premises once in a week to observe on going activities planned. To promote the culture at University 

or any individual can address 80% things at the site while 20% can be delivered through online 

technology/ platform. Dr. Chatterjee emphasized saying that we collectively have to run the pilot 

project by identifying such institute and proactive principals to set example in the society and we do 

not worry and think about all. 

Dr. Chatterjee also added that Government things, working and policies are not known to all due to 

so many reasons, Industrial groups can be collaborated to make/ change the policies looking at the 

requirement of the industries. Government already announced that in Centre of excellence 

established by companies, 70% cost will be borne by Government for three years including recurring 

cost. He warned that big players are coming into the market and heavy competition will be there. 

There is urgent requirement of rigorous study to find out the loop holes, reasons for lacking of 

information/ awareness. The system of collection of the knowledge and supply to the required is 

one of the ways to bridge the gap. 



Dr. Chatterjee shared information in the matter of quality mentor saying that, according to 

Government of India funding structure, University can go for spending Rs.50,000 for the matter 

regarding quality mentor. At this moment the policy implementation is the critical issue and 

everyone can carry on once the things start moving. Currently the ineffectiveness of the requirement 

and awareness of the people is also making things of quality mentors miserable. Regarding Kerala-

Gujarat student community comparison, Dr. Chatterjee told that as Environment and background is 

different, making the things difference, otherwise Gujarat Students have their own advantages 

according to local Ecosystem. 

Dr. Akshai Aggarwal, Honourable Vice Chancellor - GTU shared his views saying that: 

There is urgent requirement of minimum infrastructure; Co-working space, it is one of the critical 

issues. It becomes even more critical as such place should be there into populated area where it is 

easy to reach out for the people. And currently to find such land as per AICTE (or other Educational 

body) is very difficult into the suggested area. The interested students are also unable to participate 

in activities as most of the colleges are Bus to Bus now a days, hence staying for students at institute 

after study hours is challenge. 

Prof. Shukla, Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDI) shared his views saying: 

Resources are very important to start with and they should be made available to the students at 

ease. He gave example of the Techno park of Trivandrum; it’s not started like centre at that time but 

was popular due to availability of resources, mentors and Entrepreneurism. He also advised not to 

judge an idea at starting as it is in growing mode and can be changed or modified with the time and 

also in illuminating stage, ideas keep on coming. Resources should not be constrained for the start-

ups. He also added that not trading or technology only but Entrepreneurial mid-set, capabilities of 

management, subject based computer simulation games have to be included into curriculum at 

required stage to make things stronger. Program should be designed for faculties, mentors, students 

to study their behaviour part. 

Mr. Pranav Kumar, CEO, Start-up Village shared that: 

Interest among the students is the key point for success of the story. The speed of accepting or 

rejecting the idea should be higher and it will make things easier for the future plan. Use of internet, 

online courses, other tools can become very handy initially and also for on-going work. There is 

extreme need of education and awareness at pre-incubation stage. He added that trade background 

plus knowledge driven economy is very important for the subject matter of entrepreneurship but at 

the same time keep on doing trading without thinking of leveraging will not work. 

Dr. Sinha shared views stating: 

Actually there is nothing to lose as in case of entrepreneurship as there are lots of failures and 

examples, stories are available. Students really can utilize the sources of such confidence building at 

an initial stage. He added that proper structure of the system and interaction is lagging currently. He 

advised, in case of failure, redefine the idea and connect them to required organization will be the 

key of learning. Quality mentors and indicators for the above is one of the critical needs. 



 

Distinguished personalities sharing views at Inaugural session 

Session-2: Student Entrepreneurship  

Dr. Ranji Vaidyanathan, Varnadow Professor of Materials Science and Engineering, Helmerich 
Research Center, Oklahoma State University, Tulsa discussed the content related to the session via 
presentation and added that: 
 

It will be a healthy and practical way to take ideas to the laboratory first and then to market. This 

helps to understand the idea in proper way and will result in positive outcome.  

Dr. Vaidyanathan started his presentation by introducing in brief about the Helmerich Research 

Center, OSA Tulsa.He also informed about the aim of Helmerich Research Center, which supports 

entrepreneurship in the form of Cowboy Technologies and Cowboy boot camp for inventors and 

small businesses – both of which are supported by Oklahoma State University (OSU), School of 

Entrepreneurship and the Riata Center for Entrepreneurship. Also entrepreneurship is supported in 

the form of Technology, Business Development Program at the University by funding at different 

levels. 

He explained the importance of Value Proposition, Plan for commercialization by taking various 

examples. He also shared the canvases stating that putting things on to the paper is equally 

important and also advised to make practice to do the market survey first with the help of tools like 

Business Model Canvas (BMC) or others and then think about Patenting the idea or product. Dr. 

Vaidyanathan also suggested that the students from different domains can be included into the 

same group which will in turn help in all round exposure and inclusion of one Industry Mentor of a 

batch to guide from their experiences. He ended with a small talk on his current project on All-

composite tanks for Compressed Natural Gas, Adsorbed Natural Gas and Long Service Life Vaccum 

Insulation Composites. 

 



Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Honorary Director, GTU Innovation Council informed the audience during 

the session that:  

GTU is already using BMC in final year to find essential aspects to solve problem definition. The mass 

of the final year student is around 60000. Moreover University is also conducting the regular 

program during the semester for faculty-students groups to make them understand the importance 

of the BMC. In context with the inclusion of the Industrial mentor, a program in the area of B. Tech 

(Technology Entrepreneurship) is already drafted and will be launched soon and it may be given to 

300 students and in that concern the meeting with various TBI, Stakeholders for the necessary action 

is already going on. He also shared that high devotion is key to expose students Ideas. 

 

Dr. Ranji Vaidyanathan during the session 

Session- 3: Challenges and opportunities in incubation ecosystem to promote student start-up 

Session-4: Panel Discussion on Challenges and opportunities in the perspective of incubated start-

ups across incubators in Gujarat 

Mr. Pranav Kumar (CEO, Start-up Village) addressed saying: 

Students came to us due to promotion via media and turned their ideas into Prototype 

appropriately. The wonderful thing happened was out of them 200 registered their companies and 

they all receive the fund in between Min 5 Lac to 12 Crore. To motivate students, Government of AP 

and Kerala helped students by giving 4% Grace Marks and 20% Attendance exemption. It has been 

also observed that during the Placements Fair, students who started their start-ups and sold are 

selected easily and given more preference and exposure. He added that student should directly 

approach to TBI and TBI will select the students and ideas, which could be one of the methods for 

the selection. 

Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Honorary Director, GTU Innovation Council raised the points like, the way 

for selection of the good entrepreneur. It may be one good write-up, psychological and behavioural 

research, Boot camp, Synopsis etc. He also suggested that the program will be offered to final year 



students with division of the 18 credits into 4 parts. For the evaluation part it can be done on the 

Fund raised, development of the idea stage by stage, success rate, market capture ability of the idea, 

Intellectual Property (Patentability) of the idea. Mr. Mahanta informed that TBI’s details will be 

shared on public domain so that everyone will come to know regarding process of selection and 

evaluation. It is also under consideration that out of 300 students, 100 will be awarded degree and 

rest 200 will get mark sheet for proof regarding their association with the program. He added that 

University will try to compress the EDI Curriculum and for the same interaction with higher authority 

like Honourable Vice Chancellor Sir and council of Deans is necessary. We are also looking for their 

consent for B. Tech Minor Program. 

Dr.Prabodh Swain, COO, iCreate advised students to prepare one good write-up about giving the 

information about their objectives and goal should be prepared. He added that group should 

emphasize on write-up and should review and update the same periodically. 

Mr. Paresh Vora, Venture Studio stressed onto the review of the previous projects. It helps in giving 

the outline of the work that already has been done and at the same time the duplication of the work 

can be prevented and quality work will come out.  

Mr. Satya Acharya, Faculty, Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDI) informed about 

the agenda and upcoming things of the EDI and motivated start-ups to join one day workshop to be 

organized by EDI. Mr. Acharya added that the curriculum is made very rich and healthy keeping 

overall growth of start-ups and currently around 100 foreigner students are there in the campus. 

The added advantage is like any student start-up can interact with any EDI student. 

 

View of Round Table discussion session during the Workshop 

 

 



Day - 2 (28th May, 2015 - Thursday) 
Session- 1:Vice Chancellor's roundtable on discussing  

 Designing a framework to award Specialization / Minor in Technology Entrepreneurship  

 Making Activity credit points mandatory for awarding degree  

 IEUE (Innovation and Entrepreneurship policy for University Education) 

Session- 2: Industry - Academia collaboration  

Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta, Honorary Director, GTU Innovation Council started the discussion by 

seeking view of everyone on the mandatory Grade Point System for Extra curriculum. Can we offer 

two credits for the program which could not be the part of CGPA? He added that to encourage 

students who participate in activities like sports, cultural activities, technical festivals etc.will get 

special certificate proven to be valuable during the career ahead. He also raised the question on 

possibility to communicate regarding policies to the students which can be direct or through 

Institute. Mr. Mahanta informed that the mentors from EDI and TBI are ready to help students. He 

gave example of N. Chandrababu Naidu, Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, taking young guys with 

them rather than Ambani and Adani to encourage young entrepreneurs. He suggested giving free 

hand, full support to institutes to boost the process in the definite direction. For positive impact of 

activities there should be common minimum working space in every institute monitored by 

Honourable Vice Chancellor Sir directly. The Inputs and required help by State level board 

Academic/Industrial bodies will make it easy to change the policy frequently as per the need. The 

concept of 500 villages to 500 colleges can also be linked and can be proven vital for the overall 

growth of the system. This is one of the waysfor the students to interact with the real engineering 

challenges and can get the practical work creating social impact. 

Mr. Pranav Kumar (CEO, Start-up Village) shared his views saying that the preferred way should be 

direct communication with students, to avoid any kind of communication barrier or failure. The 

extra-curricular activities should be promoted in possible way as they will help students to support 

their interest and students are encouraged to move further in interested direction. The provision 

should be included for earning credits according to the criteria for the students who are involved 

into such activities.  

Dr. Rupesh Vasani (Director, SAL Institute), on this occasion congratulated GTU for this new 

initiative and informed regarding challenges faced by the students. Dr. Vasani said, currently 

students are facing too much problem in fixing a small situation coming on their way during the 

journey of making idea from mind to market. He forced that as a responsibility towards society we 

have to find solution to support students to form Business Model into Prototype. For interested 

students in entrepreneurship, there should be one destination (Nodal centre) where actually they 

can share their problems or hurdles and students can get solution at the same stop. As mentors will 

play crucial role in building such Ecosystem, there should be set of mentors with a clear aim to help 

students for solving their doubts. 

Dr. M.N. Patel (Honourable Vice Chancellor, Gujarat University)advised to focus on time duration 

for such activities suggesting that three/ four years of time to earn the degree and only three hours 

of time to judge the work is not favourable which does not provide them the needed platform. He 

also added that the level of research is not up to the mark and kind of the required research is not 

happening. By knowing entire things and being very close to the system we have to provide an 

excellent platform to identify such quality among the student community. He strongly 



recommended that to motivate students for their extra-curricular activities, we have to appreciate 

their efforts via distributary certificates and other possible means. 

Dr. Chetan Bhatt (Principal, GEC,Gandhinagar) shared the experience informing that students went 

to village and did the survey on the problems that can be solved by technology. The actual India lives 

into villages and solution for their problem gives high potential market and sustainability to 

Ecosystem. 

Prof. D.T. Kapdia (Director, Kadi Sarva Vishwavidyalaya) addressed saying that industry faces 

problem because of gap between the industry and academic culture. The crucial part is industries 

will not come to university for the solution. We have to focus on the small industries, as they are 

into majority and change of scenario from their side can give large impact on overall system. He also 

raised question regarding availability of the institutions, TBI’s approved by DST and changing of the 

exam oriented mind-set of the faculty/ students to serve the society. 

Mr. Haren Shah (Director, Peach Technovations Pvt Ltd., Gandhinagar) informed about the efforts 

the industries are doing as they are encouraging few colleges to start their own TBI. As there is large 

gap to be bridged between academia and industries, without collective efforts it may be hard to give 

real boost to the healthy Ecosystem. 

Shri J.C. Lilani (I/C Registrar, GTU) admired the inputs from all the individuals and said these all are 

great points. GTU always, as an Innovative University has taken such steps, which really helps into 

the progress of the society and nation and this is one of them. He also clears that there will be no 

force or compulsion for inclusion into the course or system. University will motivate the interested 

one to achieve the goal into definite direction. 

Dr. Ranji Vaidyanathan, Varnadow Professor of Materials Science and Engineering, Oklahoma 

State University (OSU)gave presentation on Industry-Academic Partnerships at OSU. He stated that 

Research, Technology creation, Commercialization and Workforce Development are the goals at 

OSU. Dr. Vaidyanathan explained the New Product Development Center (NPDC) and Inventors’ 

Assistance Service (IAS) mission to develop partnerships with small Oklahoma manufacturers to help 

them become innovative by developing new products, commercialize and market new products, 

help them grow and add jobs. He also discussed job creation techniques, common business issues, 

marketing communications and its aspects, financial partnerships and operating partnerships. 

Various types of NPDC/IAS projects were also described. Dr. Vaidyanathan ended with the discussion 

of selected Inventions Program which is an important and preliminary component of Inventor’s 

Assistance Service Program. 

 

Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta summarized the session adding the notes to make pre-incubation centre in 

University for awareness of the start-up community. One of the ways to compete for such system is 

to go outside, get competency of the subject matter and get certificate/ rewards. We all to gather 

have to draft the conclusion for such system with clear goal to be achieved and directive. We have to 

rigorously focus on weightage, Curriculum, Institute power and motivate students. We can think 

upon for monitoring marks and above 80% should be given to institute and the mentor teams should 

evaluate and verify things online to remove barriers of physical contact and problems raised due to 

such situation. 

 



 

Audience during the workshop 
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